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Members of the City Council, City Manager Strome, Commissioners and Staff, Our 
Colleagues in Government – Senator Oppenheimer, Assemblyman Latimer, Assemblywoman 
Paulin, and County Clerk Idoni, President Dursi and Members of the Chamber of Commerce, 
especially Executive Director Denise Lally, who worked so hard to bring us together this 
evening, distinguished community leaders, my friends, and fellow citizens:

The measure of our community is not the buildings we construct or the dollars we amass, but 
rather the lives we touch and improve.  Let me tell you about just a few of these lives.

Please meet Paul Luzzi.  Paul is a long-time resident who’s held plenty of tough jobs in his 
life, but while those jobs provided short-term support, they offered no health insurance, no 
stability, and no prospect of advancement.  Last year, led by Council Member Jim Stowe, the 
City created the New Rochelle Economic Development Initiative to offer pre-apprenticeship 
training in the building and construction trades at various sites in and around our city.  As a 
participant in this program, Paul acquired permanent skills that have literally changed his life.  
This year, in our community of New Rochelle, Paul and others like him, through their hard 
work and determination – linked to the opportunities created by economic development, will 
look forward, perhaps for the first time, to a hopeful and secure future.  Paul, congratulations 
and thank you for your example.

I want you to meet Pat Carter, Amy Jackson, Kathleen Jensen-Graham, Tom Lang, Richard 
Rowe, Don Swanson, and Michael Yellin.  Each of these individuals has been a leader in his 
or her neighborhood, concerned about protecting the character and charm of our residential 
areas.  They came together as a committee to assist our City planners with new zoning 
standards for town houses and architectural peer review.  The result was legislation, adopted 
unanimously by the Council, to ensure that new development reflects and enhances the 
appeal of its surroundings.  Because of their work, this year and beyond, the gracious 
neighborhoods in our community of New Rochelle will enjoy a greater level of protection 
than ever before in our history.  Thank you all for your efforts and for your leadership.

Can I ask the Baeza family to please stand.  Angel Baeza came to our city from Mexico 
twenty years ago, his wife Sonia eleven years ago, and here they’re raising their children, 
Angel Jr. and Guadalupe.  This year, in our community of New Rochelle, the Baeza’s will 
achieve their dream of first-time home ownership when they move to an affordable town 
house in the west end, made possible by a commitment from the City and the Neighborhood 
Revitalization Corporation.  There they will lay down roots that strengthen all of New 
Rochelle for a generation to come.  When Angel learned that his family would succeed in 
purchasing a home, he said “this is a gift from heaven” – what more heartfelt way to express 
joy for his family and their future.  And, by the way, what a generous compliment for those 
of us in City government, who are more accustomed to being linked not with heaven, but 
with a place little further to the south.  To the Baeza’s, we share your happiness, and we 
know that you will give back much more than you’ve received.



Stomu Miyazaki, would you please stand.  Stomu is an architectural designer and artist whose 
exceptional talent has been internationally acclaimed.  Last year, he won a competition, 
sponsored by the City and led by Council Member Marianne Sussman, for installation of new 
public art at our transit center.  

The result is “Tapestry of New Rochelle,” a series of curved steel panel silhouettes that 
enliven the North Avenue streetscape, celebrate New Rochelle’s diversity, and serve as a 
precursor for additional works of public art throughout our downtown, a humanizing 
complement to the towers that form our skyline.  This year, in our community of New 
Rochelle, thousands of travelers and commuters will find their daily experience enriched by 
the presence of art and culture.  And, for that, Stomu, we thank you.

Please meet Jennifer Acocella.  Jennifer is a charming and lively sixth grader at Albert 
Leonard and a member of the chorus at Holy Family Church.  She is here with her parents, 
Suzanne and Richard.  [Suzanne and Richard could you please stand.]  And let me also 
introduce to you Donna and Bob Young, who’ve been leaders in the world of business and 
development.  Because Jennifer was born with cerebral palsy, her mobility is limited and she 
uses a wheelchair, which has restricted her interactions with friends.  This year, in our 
community of New Rochelle, Jennifer will enjoy our new, fully-accessible park, Jack’s 
Friendship Garden, a gift from the Youngs in memory of their infant son Jack.  And there 
Jennifer will play side by side with dozens of boys and girls, some with disabilities, others 
without, together, all barriers stripped away, simply as children in the bright morning of their 
lives.  And if you can see the smile on Jennifer’s face right now, you know how much that 
means.  My thanks to each of you.

Say hello to Donna Weissman and Sonny Hagendorf.  Donna and Sonny are active in public 
education and many other civic causes, but that’s not why they’re here.  They’re here 
because not a week goes by that I don’t see one or both of them jogging along Pinebrook 
Boulevard.  I try to put down my jelly donut long enough to wave.  This year, in our 
community of New Rochelle, Donna and Sonny, along with countless other runners, hikers, 
and walkers, will be able to experience the beauty of our city in a new way, along a fifteen-
mile trail system, the Colonial Greenway, that will link our parks and ensure that our green 
spaces are more accessible and cherished than ever before.  Donna and Sonny, thank you for 
being here – and for inspiring me, fleetingly, to think about fitness.

Lastly, I want you to meet Bob Kaessinger, Sean Salazar, and Marla Marcus.  Bob, as many 
of you know, is the owner of the Curtain Shop, a beloved institution on Main Street, which 
recently completed a dramatic restoration of its historic façade, in one stroke unveiling the 
exceptional architecture still present in our downtown.  Sean and Marla own the Gallery Café 
on Lawton Street, in its short life, known already for its gourmet food and stylish sensibility, 
and representative of New Rochelle’s burgeoning restaurant scene.  Two sides of the same 
coin – an established institution flowering into new life and creative entrepreneurs, daring to 
risk.  Both essential to our future.  This year, in our community of New Rochelle, a long-time 
resident or a new arrival will stroll down a Main Street transformed by the Curtain Shop’s 
arched brickwork, or gaze out the window of the Gallery Cafe at the new construction rising 
into the air, and marvel, with fresh hope, at the changing face and resurgent spirit of our 
downtown.  These successful businesses are gift enough to our community.  But the gift of 
confidence and pride is greater still.  Let’s together thank Bob and Sean and Marla for 
believing in New Rochelle.

And can I ask for a round of applause for all of our guests.

These individuals represent hundreds or thousands just like them.  



They remind us that New Rochelle is not simply a place where we live.  New Rochelle is who 
we are, disparate in experience and faith, in tradition and circumstance, yet bound together 
by a common future that we ourselves build.  

And we have made a good beginning.

Twelve months ago, I had the honor and privilege of addressing you for the first time as 
mayor.  I came with a long and ambitious list of goals, so ambitious that some questioned 
their realism – and so long that some fell asleep by the end of the speech. 

Today, I am proud to report that the lion’s share of our immediate goals have been met 
head-on and achieved.  From the Traffic Calming Program that improves safety in our 
neighborhoods to the more robust Municipal Arts Commission that safeguards the aesthetics 
of our public spaces, from the new Emergency Notification System that enhances our crisis 
response capabilities to the Bicycle-Friendly Program with more than thirty miles of 
designated roads, from the Heritage Initiative to celebrate and preserve our history to the 
Free Wireless District that places our downtown at the cutting edge of technological progress, 
from dozens of volunteer opportunities accessible now from our City website to a forty 
percent cut in the residential refuse fee that puts money back in the pockets of our taxpayers.  
From investments in the health of our major commercial and traffic arteries to a two billion 
dollar transformation of our central business district.

Our community has achieved so much in so little time, justifying the faith and optimism of 
those willing to labor for and believe in a better future.  And, as if to confirm this judgment, 
we received this very week, one more piece of great news: that Moody’s has upgraded New 
Rochelle’s bond rating to a prestigious AA, the first time this has happened in sixty-nine 
years.  After waiting so long and struggling so hard to reverse a decline that seemed once 
unstoppable, New Rochelle is surging forward at a pace unprecedented in its modern history.

For all of these reasons, because of the contributions of countless citizens who have given 
generously of their time and wisdom to causes large and small, because of the leadership of 
every member of the City Council, all of whom advocate strongly and effectively for their 
constituents while working together in a spirit of teamwork and common purpose for our 
community as a whole, because of the legacy of our former Mayor who led us with vigor 
and foresight through a pivotal and transformational era, because of the dedication of our 
city manager and staff, whose professionalism and integrity give us confidence in the 
workings of government.  And because of our employees, from those at DPW and Parks & 
Rec whose immensely difficult and too-often unsung labors keep our city clean and whole, 
to those in our Fire Department who answer thousands of calls every year with a commitment 
to duty and sacrifice from which we draw constant inspiration, to those in the PD who can 
point with pride to a relationship of mutual respect and engagement with all parts of our city, 
and to a crime rate among the lowest in America.  

For all of these reasons, and for many more, we say beyond any doubt and with absolute 
confidence, that the state of our city is strong.

Now, I could conclude on that note.  And, if I did so, some of you might choose to cheer in 
grateful relief.  But we know that much more is expected of us than praise of past deeds, and 
we must never confuse confidence with complacency, especially when so much of our city 
has not yet been touched by its renaissance.   

Indeed, success enlarges our responsibilities.  And this is the heart of my message.  If our 
challenge in years past has been to reverse a decline, then our challenge now is both more 
uplifting and more complex: it is to manage growth wisely: so it lends cultural and economic 



vitality to our city’s core, so its impacts are limited and controlled in our city’s 
neighborhoods, so it enhances the health and beauty of our environment, and so its benefits 
are fully linked to the lives of all of our citizens.

This moment of possibility permits us – and requires us – to envision our city as it can and 
should be, and to chart a course with a long view aimed at a generation of progress.

In this spirit, allow me please to suggest our priorities.

A RESURGENT DOWNTOWN

It begins in our downtown, the heart of our economy, and the heart of our civic image.

And our vision is clear.  Taking shape already today and fully formed a generation from 
now: a true city, in its physical form and scale, in its energy, style, and rhythm. 

We’ve already established the foundation of this vibrant urban core.  Trump Plaza, Avalon, 
543 Main, Davenport Lofts, joining valued anchors like Monroe College and our 
outstanding public Library – each containing the promise of a more vital market for quality 
businesses and of a larger population even more fully invested in the health and future of 
New Rochelle.

And that’s not all.

We adopted innovative zoning standards that provide a density bonus in exchange for public 
goods like parking, open space, and high quality design – and that give smaller and medium 
size property owners a chance to participate fully in our improving economy.

We put in place new architectural review requirements to enhance the beauty and 
distinctiveness of our skyline and streetscape.

We completed a detailed block-by-block analysis of parking demands and resources, the 
most intensive review of this critical priority in the City’s history.

We began a conversation about providing building owners with access to tax credits for the 
rehabilitation of historic structures.

And just a quarter of a mile to the east, at the Echo Bay waterfront, we selected a master 
developer and are closer than ever before to realizing our shared vision of an accessible and 
beautiful shoreline, open to the public, linked to our downtown, a model of new urbanism, 
helping New Rochelle lay claim once again, with greater merit than ever before, to the title 
“Queen City of the Sound.”

The right actions at the right time, all aimed at enhancing the quality of our downtown as a 
whole.

Yet much more is needed.  So let us resolve to take the next steps forward.

First, we must extend our record of success in the large-scale development that anchors a 
local economy.  The Church-Division project, with its four hundred condominiums, direct 
link to Main Street, and new public parking facility will be a model of high-quality design 
that integrates the needs of residents, shoppers, and pedestrians.  The Lecount Square project 
will vastly transform a keystone block with new housing, office, retail, and hotel space, rising 



into two signature towers.

Let me be clear.  This City will never compromise its responsibility to hold developers to the 
highest standards, nor fail to insist that development promote the public good as much as the 
private.  But when projects are valuable to our future, we must act with wisdom and clarity of 
purpose to advance them from planning to construction to completion, and not lose a rare 
and perhaps fleeting opportunity for meaningful, positive change.  

Just as importantly, we must place these developments into a larger context of managed, 
smart growth.  The overall fabric of our downtown – its infrastructure and its services – must 
be strong enough to support the components, old and new, within it.

This means many things.  Amenities for a growing population.  Services adequate to meet 
heightened demand.  Basics like wastewater infrastructure and provision of utilities.

And above all, it means full and immediate attention to two critical priorities: parking and 
traffic.

Traffic, in a sense, is an enviable problem.  Better a downtown bustling with motorists and 
pedestrians than one with empty streets.  But if our business district becomes gridlocked or 
unsafe, then our economy and quality of life will suffer badly, and our renewal efforts will 
grind to a halt.

Since 2005, we have discussed in general terms the introduction of a managed traffic system, 
with more efficient and flexible synchronization of lights, possible changes in roadway 
design and regulation, and assignment of personnel to key intersections at peak hours.  

The time is now to move from the general to the specific.  I am asking our staff tonight to 
begin designing this system, determining its costs, phasing, and individual elements, so that 
we can link its components to the traffic mitigation required by individual projects, so that 
we can more rigorously seek outside funding for capital needs, including the State’s 
Transportation Improvement Program which provides 95% of capital expenses, and so that 
we can intelligently plan for the medium and long-term allocation of local resources to this 
priority.  We must begin acting today in order to prevent a crisis tomorrow.

When it comes to parking, getting it right isn’t an option.  It’s a necessity.

A short while ago, I mentioned the detailed downtown parking analysis recently completed 
by the City.  Tonight, I am asking our staff to report back to the Council with a short, 
medium, and long term action plan for implementing its recommendations, including capital 
investments in our lots, technological upgrading of our meters, potentially with wireless 
capability, expansion of our parking stock, and reform of our enforcement procedures.  
These steps will ensure that our parking facilities grow and improve in conjunction with their 
surroundings – and provide the support our shoppers and business owners deserve.

One last goal for our downtown: more quality retail.  

Yes, there are wonderful establishments already here, some for generations, and I believe that 
the residential development underway will inevitably attract a wider range of goods and 
services.  But let’s be honest, at this moment, retail remains the missing piece of the puzzle, 
and we cannot be satisfied until New Rochelle residents can shop with convenience and pride 
in the heart of their own community.

Our city, like most cities, has approached this challenge in a largely reactive fashion, 



dependent upon the builders and owners of commercial space to tell us what can and cannot 
be achieved.  This is understandable, because the government is not and shouldn’t be a 
commercial landlord.

But I believe we can take a much more proactive role in determining the retail demands and 
desires of our community, in understanding the specific spatial and demographic 
requirements of particular retailers, and of engaging land-owners in constructive 
conversation about finding the best possible tenants for their space.

So I am suggesting tonight that the City’s development staff work in conjunction with the 
invaluable and effective Business Improvement District and the Chamber of Commerce, and 
tap into the expertise of private citizens, to create a retail recruitment plan aimed at 
determining how our community’s physical and economic assets, the desires of our people, 
and the needs of targeted retailers all overlap, with the goal of ending the long wait and 
jump-starting a retail resurgence now.

GRACIOUS NEIGHBORHOODS

During the past year, I have had the pleasure of meeting and speaking with hundreds of 
residents from every part of New Rochelle.  Most, even those who don’t particularly like tall 
buildings, appreciate the essential value of urban scale and density to our economy and 
approve of our strategy for encouraging growth within the downtown.  But at the same time, 
the people of this city expect us to protect a suburban quality of life in the neighborhoods 
beyond the downtown.

Green, safe, gracious, historic, preserved for a generation and beyond.

The City Council is united in this commitment, and we can be proud of a good record.

We’ve protected 800 acres from development in perpetuity, including more than fifty just in 
recent months, by applying a Recreation & Open Space zone . . .

And we increased the minimum lot size in dozens of neighborhoods to prevent subdivisions 
that disrupt and detract from the character of their surroundings.

We invested in core services, including new trucks for our public works department, which 
contributed directly to the best leaf pick-up season in recent memory . . .

And we funded the residential traffic calming program, that will be launched this spring, to 
reduce speed and promote safety, including authorizing the use of speed humps for the first 
time in our history.

We amended our historic district law to simplify the process through which neighborhoods 
can seek historic designation.  Today, two of those neighborhoods, Beechmont and 
Residence Park with CNR at its core, are actively exploring the possibility of joining Rochelle 
Park/Rochelle Heights as historically protected areas . . .

And we created a housing enforcement bureau to alleviate overcrowding and ensure that our 
housing is safe and humane.

Led by Council Member Roberto Lopez, we designed a new streetscape for Union Avenue, 
the backbone of the West End, and we will act this year to implement the short-term 
recommendations of this plan, including a green canopy of trees, aimed at making Union 



more attractive and inviting.

Led by Council Member Michael Boyle and by the Chamber itself, we have also drafted 
plans for renewal of the West Main corridor, a critical gateway to our City and to multiple 
neighborhoods in our south end.

And we continued our work on North Avenue, where the enhancement of the College 
District surrounding Iona will be completed this year, leading to further improvements from 
Fifth Avenue south to the train station, and where new zoning and planning standards soon 
to be considered will attract much-needed private investment.  

For the thousands of residents who live in neighborhoods fronted by these corridors, and for 
the thousands of others who value New Rochelle because it provides a respite from the 
pressures of big city life, these initiatives will make a powerful difference.

But to fully achieve our vision of vital, beautiful, safe neighborhoods, today and a 
generation from now, there is more we can do.

Number one, the zoning review we conducted in single-family districts should now be 
extended into multi-family districts, with a focus on areas where zoning requirements can be 
tightened to prevent overgrowth and limit density.

Number two, because nothing is more essential to our home values or to the health of our 
community as a whole than high quality public schools, we should work more closely with 
our outstanding School District to consider the impacts of development on educational 
infrastructure.  I am pleased to report that, beginning this year, the School District will have a 
seat at the table with City staff as we review projects and consider their costs and benefits.  
This closer coordination will help ensure that all of our valued institutions benefit from 
changes in our community, and that the link between healthy neighborhoods and good 
schools remains strong.

And let’s take a moment to thank our School District – its teachers, its staff, its parents and 
families – for all they do to nurture the intellectual and creative potential of every child. 

Number three, let us work with and fully support the Chamber’s new Community Fund for 
Civic Beautification.  This public-private partnership will marshal resources to enhance the 
aesthetics of our city, beginning with the major entrances to New Rochelle.  After all, 
shouldn’t we be able to return home to our city’s gates with a sense of pride in their 
appearance, and shouldn’t we also signal to the world beyond that New Rochelle values the 
beauty of its public spaces.

Lastly, let us extend our intensive review of traffic management in the downtown to our city 
as a whole.  The volume of cars and trucks on our roads has become a concern in every 
corner of our community – and, frankly, in ever corner of America.  Noise, pollution, 
congestion – these are a daily assault on our health and quality of life. 

Several potential steps deserve consideration, including: better designation of and signage for 
preferred truck routes in order to divert commercial traffic from primarily residential areas; 
the operation of shuttle buses from locations with high population density, like the Pelham 
Road corridor, to central sites such as our train station; and the eventual expansion, with 
federal and state assistance, of our bicycle system, so that more residents will be encouraged 
to seek alternatives to the automobile.

Led by Council Member Barry Fertel, the City has become more aware of and focused on 



these critical challenges than ever before, and I call on our public works staff now to begin 
work on a comprehensive traffic plan for all of New Rochelle, starting with an open and 
inclusive dialogue involving neighborhood leaders, with every idea on the table, aimed at 
reducing the impact of traffic on our city and in our neighborhoods in the years to come.

A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

Our success in each of these endeavors will both effect and depend upon the health of our 
environment.

All of us hope that within the next generation, if not sooner, our nation achieves energy 
independence, global climate change is arrested, and our air and water contribute to public 
health.  But until these goals are addressed fully by higher levels of government, every 
community must step up to the challenge.  And New Rochelle will honor its responsibility to 
be a committed steward of the environment.

We’ve made a positive start, with a new tree protection ordinance that reaffirms our 
commitment to urban forestry, with controls on run-off from development sites to reduce the 
flow of pollution into the Sound, and with habitat restoration projects to restore the 
biodiversity of our shoreline.

And that’s not all.  We installed energy efficient LED lights in each of our 170 traffic signals, 
with an 85% reduction in energy usage.  And we retrofit three City buildings with efficient 
fluorescent bulbs. 

We funded the ecological restoration of our largest passive park, so it’ll remain a beautiful 
and healthy place in which to appreciate nature in all of its forms.  Just as we launched 
ambitious plans to remake our largest active park with new and better ball fields to meet the 
growing demand for recreation and encourage health and fitness among our youngsters.

We are proud that our own Council Member, Chris Selin, has been appointed to the County’s 
Global Warming Task Force and grateful for her leadership and vast knowledge of 
environmental issues here in New Rochelle.

And last year, we appointed an Environmental Conservation Advisory Committee, to help 
guide our next steps towards environmental sustainability.

This spring, the Committee will present to the Council its central recommendations, including 
adoption of green building standards, an educational campaign to encourage positive public 
action, and steps to further reduce our energy consumption, including conversion of City 
vehicles to hybrid electric or clean energy models.  Let’s act on these goals quickly.

In addition, tonight I am announcing that New Rochelle has joined the U.S. Conference of 
Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, which links us to cities across America, all committed 
to reducing greenhouse emissions and adopting best practices for environmental 
sustainability.  We must and we will do our part.

AN INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY

By all of these standards, our economy, our neighborhoods, our environment, New Rochelle 
is strong and getting stronger.  But, as I was pleased to note last year, in its human 



composition, our city is more than strong.  It is miraculous.

Just consider the men and women we met earlier tonight.  Or consider the institutions 
represented around these tables – from places of learning like our colleges, to places of 
healing and comfort like our hospital and United Hebrew Geriatric, to civic groups and 
neighborhood advocates and businesses of every kind.

We are enriched by traditions rooted deeply in our history, and refreshed by the rhythmic 
tides of change and new arrival – every part of the whole adding a chapter to the story of 
inclusion and shared progress we write together.

This is our defining quality, and any vision for our future, a generation from now, a century 
from now, must begin and end with the belief that all citizens have worth, that all are 
deserving of respect, and that none can be denied their rightful place at the table.

It is this belief that motivated the City Council to adopt the best affordable housing policy in 
Westchester, helping to ensure that middle class and working families can continue to live in 
a high cost region.  

It is this belief that led us to launch Volunteer New Rochelle and Friends of Older Neighbors, 
both of which make it easier than ever for residents to offer their time and energy and 
expertise to the benefit of those who most need a helping hand.

It is this belief that impels us to set a tone of civility and mutual respect in our public 
discussions and engage in honest dialogue with all people of good faith.

And because inclusion also means controlling the financial pressures that threaten to force 
some residents to leave the family of New Rochelle.  It is this belief that underlies our 
commitment to phasing out the residential refuse fee, to finding new revenue sources that 
don’t burden local taxpayers, and to working with the School District to enhance our grant-
writing activities.  

This year, let us continue acting to expand the circle of inclusion.

Let’s create a Senior Residential Rehab Program that provides grants or low interest loans to 
qualified seniors for home improvements and repairs.

Let’s all participate in the “One City – One Book” initiative, soon to be launched by our 
library – each of us reading together a single great piece of literature – to provide a basis for 
community-wide discussion and to encourage literacy.  And let’s build on the success of the 
Y’s First Night, a new tradition which embraced us all in a celebration of family and culture.

And for those of us who serve in local government, let’s challenge ourselves to be even more 
responsive and creative – by better tapping the ideas and talents of the men and women in 
our workforce, and by making City Hall itself a more welcoming place to the public.

These and other steps renew the spirit of our community, as much as brick and steel renew its 
economy.  

CONCLUSION: A GENERATION OF PROGRESS

With gratitude for your patience, let me close with this final thought.



Nothing stands alone in New Rochelle.  

Lives and stories and eras built atop each other, layer upon layer . . . from the Huguenots 
landing on a wooded shore, to the Revolutionaries inspired by Thomas Paine, to the great 
illustrators who shaped our nation’s image, to the immigrants and descendants of slaves who 
shaped and still shape our nation’s reality.  All have converged here, all with an equal claim 
on our identity, and all offering a single great lesson: that everything we do reaches across 
the span of years - to forge the future and be judged by it.

At this hopeful moment, in the midst of our journey, with a road of hard-won progress 
behind and a road of unmet challenges ahead, let us act so that a generation hence those who 
enjoy a downtown alight with commerce and culture, or reside in neighborhoods of gentle 
appearance and pace, or breathe the fresh salt air of the open shore, or gather at tables of 
fellowship and friendship with neighbors from whom they draw both the comfort of 
community and the knowledge of the wider world, let us act so that in all these things, those 
a generation hence will point with gratitude and appreciation to the choices we made during 
the time we were privileged with service.  

This is within our grasp.  Not a season.  Not a year.  A generation of progress.

Thank you for listening.  May God bless each of you, and may God bless our New Rochelle.


